Test your limits.

In high technology today, no areas are too remote, no ideas are too far-fetched that they can't be explored. Provided you have the tools.

In the past year, LTX has advanced the state-of-the-art in linear and mixed technology testing in every sector of the electronics industry we serve. In Telecom: we're testing ISDN, LAN & fiber optic transceivers, PSK/QAM modems. In Consumer: high resolution color palettes, single chip TVs. In Automotive: smart power & engine management devices. And in Industrial: 16-bit converters, and 100 MHz flash converters.

Our new Trillium Test System has made similar advances in digital technology. We're testing both ECL & CMOS standard and ASIC products, including microprocessors, gate arrays, VHSIC circuits, and custom, embedded processor & memory devices.

So if you have a big test challenge in front of you, get LTX, and claim the high ground in testing technology.
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